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Pattern-Responsive Lexicon Optimization 
K. David Harrison and Abigail Kaun I 
Yale University 
O. Introduction 
In this paper, we show that current interpretations of Lexicon Optimization (Prince and 
Smolensky 1993), in particular that of Archiphonemic Underspecification (Inkelas 1995), 
incorrectly predict the distribution of underspecification in lexical entries . We present 
cases from three vowel harmony languages in which speakers treat harmonic and 
disharmonic roots differently under reduplication. The assumption of full specification 
entails a ranking paradox, which can be resolved if underspecification is admitted in 
certain contexts not predicted by the principles of Lexicon Optimization. We point the 
way towards an expanded model of Lexicon Optimization that would both allow for and 
predict such cases of underspecification. 
Transparency to spreading (or assimilation), susceptibility to spreading, failure to 
initiate spreading and various other special behavior prompted analysts working within a 
derivational model of phonology to hypothesize that certain featural specifications are 
absent for the relevant segments throughout at least a portion of the phonological 
derivation. Contrastive Underspecification (Steriade 1987) and Radical 
Underspecification (Archangeli 1984) were the dominant formal models designed to 
predict in a principled manner the incidence of underspecification. Contrastive 
Underspecification theory posited non-contrastiveness as the criterion for potential 
underspecification. A feature value might be missing from underlying representations if it 
failed to serve a contrastive function for the segment class in question. Under Radical 
Underspecification, the commitment to a redundancy-free lexicon had the consequence of 
eliminating all predictable feature values from underlying representations. 
I We would like to thank: the panicipanlS at the Conference on Distinctive Feature Theory at ZAS 
Berlin for their insightful comments on an earlier version of this paper. We also wish to acknowledge the 
contributions of our Tuvan, HUngarian and Turkish language consultants. Funding for fieldwork WIl5 
provided by the: International Research and Exchanges Board (lREX). 
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Within Optimaliry TheQry (Prince and Smolensky 1993), Richness of the Base 
specifically rules out the systematic exclusion of featural specifications from input 
representations. The input space is assumed to be infinite, thus unrestricted. The lexicon. 
by contrast, is assumed to be finite. A leamer's construction of lexical representations is 
guided by Lexicon Optimization (prince and Smolensky 1993), which heavily favors 
fully specified inputs. It is assumed that a speaker will choose the most harmonic input-
to-output mapping. Outputs can be mapped to fully specified inputs without the accrual 
of gratuitous faithfulness violations. Given two competing input forms, onc fully 
specified and onc partiaJly specified, the fully specified alternative will be preferred, all 
else being equal. The model nevertheless leaves room for the possibility that partially 
underspecified lexical entries will on occasion be posited. 
Archiphonemic Underspecification (Inkelas 1995) seeks to predict when 
underspecified inputs will in fact be deployed. It demonstrates that the principles of 
Lexicon Optimiution dictate that predictable feature values will be underspecified only 
when they enter into surface alternations. In a backness harmony language like Turkish, 
for instance, only those vowels that are involved in allophonic alternations will be 
underspecified for backness in lexical entries. In the words given in (1). all post-initial 
vowels agree in backness with the initial vowel. However. it is only the suffix vowels that 
both alternate and have a predictable value for backness. Archiphonemic 
Underspecification predicts that only they will be underspecified for backness. as 
indicated in (2): 
(I) Two words of Turkish 
a. lcilim-im b. 
'rug-my' 
kilic-im 
'sword-my' 
(2) Assumed Lexical Representations 
a. kilim-im b. kilic-im 
I I I I 
+8+8 
This model essentially claims that harmony targets only suffix vowels in Turkish. 
because it is only for suffix vowels that a backness value lacking in the input 
representation is introduced in the corresponding output. Root vowels, whether hannonic 
or not, will be fully specified (and presumably identical) in input and output 
representations. Root vowels thus cannot be thought of as undergoing hannony at all. 
Clements and Sezer (1982, p. 226). motivated by entirely different theoretical 
considerations, take a similar position, stating that .. .. . the burden of proof is on the 
linguist who wishes to demonstrate that roots [in TurkishJ are governed by vowel 
harmony at all." 
In this paper we present data Ihat challenge the position advanced by Clements 
and Sezer and the predictions of Archiphonemic Underspecification. The patterns that we 
discuss indicate that harmony is indeed active within roots. Thus, we claim that the 
incidence of underspecification is not that which is predicted by Archiphonemic 
Underspecification. In particular, we introduce patterns of "re-harmonization" which 
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demonstrate that speakers underspecify vowels not only in affixes but also in roots. The 
data involve the distinct treatment of harmonic and dishannonic roots in three hannony 
languages: Tuvan. a Turkic language of Siberia. Finnish and Turkish. 
Before turning to the harmony data, we first discuss a case from Hungarian in 
which full specification, as required by tellicon Optimization and Archiphonemic 
Underspecification, allows for the only correct account of the observed patterns. The 
feature values required to be lexically present for the purposes of the OT analysis are 
ones which pre-OT theories of underspecification would have explicitly predicted to be 
underlyingJyabsent. 
1. Hungarian Ubbi Dubbi 2 
The vowel inventory of Hungarian is given in (3). Vowel length is contrastive, as shown. 
Crucial to the argument developed below is the fact that the long and short variants of the 
vowels corresponding to orthographic <e> and <&> are qualitatively quite distinct. Long 
mid le:1 corresponds to the short low vowel/re/. and long unrounded fa:J corresponds to 
the short rounded vowel/'J/. 
(3) Hungarian Vowel Inventory 
Front Back 
High i, i: U, U: u, u: 
Mid Q 0,0; 0,0: Low Q 
Within the frameworks of both Contrastive Underspecification and Radical 
Underspecification, these quality differences would be probable candidates for 
underspecification due to their predictability from length (which is demonstrably 
contrastive for the vowel system of Hungarian as a whole). In Optimality Theory, 
however, the principles of Lexicon Optimization lead us to expect these quality 
differences to be explicitly recorded in lexical entries, rather than being left 
underspecified. The features in question are predictable but do not enter into surface 
alternations. 
Evidence that this is in fact the case comes from a reduplicative word game 
similar to the English Ubbi Dubbi game. We will call this game "Hungarian Ubbi 
Dubbi," or "HUD." HUD works as follows. For a given word, a sequence f-Vv-f is 
inserted before the rhyme of each syllable. The quality of the V is identical to that of the 
following vowel. The reduplicated vowel is always short, however, even when the 
following vowel is long. Some examples are supplied in (4): 
1 "Ubbi Dubbi" is an English speech disguise game that was propagated by the 1970's children's 
telcvision show "Zoom." The game works hy inserting [abj before the rhyme of each syllabic within a 
word. 
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Hungarian Ubbi Dubbi foons 
~ base±reduplicant 
a. itt iv-itt 
b. ti:z t-jy-i:z 
c. ,.,m s-~-rem 
d. e:r !r{-e:r, *rev-e:r 
•• bob b-~-:lb 
f. a:r ,iY-a:r, *2Y.-a:r 
g. ne:vrna:J n-ty-c: m-llY-aS. 
l:I= 
'here' 
'ten' 
'eye' 
'vein' 
'bean' 
'price' 
*n-a::v-e:m-~-a:J 'pronoun' 
, 
Of particular importance are the forms shown in (4d, f and g). In each of these cases the 
reduplicants contain vowels that never surface outside the context of HUD. Darum (4d) 
contains short lei while (40 contains short lai. Datum (4g) contains instances of both of 
these otherwise non-surfacing vowels. 
A Correspondence-based (McCarthy and Prince 1995) analysis of the pattern 
might run as follows. First, the absence of (*m: , *e, *:J:, *a) in the general inventory of 
Hungarian can be represented as a constraint on inventory structure, given in (5): 
(5) Inventory Structure (*:E:, *e, *:>:, *a) IS 
Generally following the analysis of correspondence developed in McCarthy and Prince 
(1995), we invoke two faithfulness constraints, one requiring identity between input and 
output forms (lDEm'·YO) and the other requiring identity between base and reduplicant 
forms (IDENT·BIR): 
(6) 
(7) 
Input·Oulput Identity 
Base·Reduplicant Identity 
IDENT-I/O 
IDENT·BIR 
Clearly, Base-Reduplicant Identity must outrank Inventory Structure. In order to ensure a 
quality-match between the vowels of the base and their reduplicant correspondents, the 
HUn fonns allow otherwise unattested vowels (specifically lei and Ia/) to surface. We 
will assume that Input-Output Identity ranks lowest, noting that the presence of illicit 
vowels in input representations never overrides Inventory Structure in this language. 
To show how these constraints interact, let us consider a tableau for the word le :r/, 
·vein.' The reduplicants are underlined. 
4
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R' a. ~-e:r 
b. ~-re:r 
c. ~-re:r 
d. mv-e:r 
Candidates (c) and (d) both violate Base-Reduplicant Identity, and are thus eliminated 
from consideration. Those candidates which satisfy Base-Reduplicant Identity tie with 
respect to Inventory Structure, each containing one illicit vowel. The decision is left to 
Input-Output Identity, which rules out candidate (b) by virtue of the disagreement 
between its base vowel and that of the input. This leaves us with the attested form leve:r/. 
Now consider what happens if the length-determined quality of the base vowel 
lei, i.e., its precise height, is left underspecified in the input representation. Recall that 
pre-OT theories of underspecification would have called for the absence in lexical 
representations of this non-contrastivl? or redundant featural information. A tableau is 
shown in (9), where the capital 'IE" represents a non-high front vowel underspecified for 
the feature Qow]: 
(9) Tableau 2: Underspecified input 
lE:r, REDI lDENT-BIR IS InENT-IJO 
q- a ~-e:r '(e) 
B" b. rev-a::r .(a::) 
c. ~-a:::r '! 
d. rev-e:r '! 
As indicated by the £wo pointing fingers, the grammar has no way of uniquely selecting 
the appropriate output (a). It chooses both (a) and (b). This inability stems from the 
absence of the relevant quality features in the specification of the input vowel. 
We conclude from this example that, just as suggested by Lexicon Optimization, 
the mere predictability of a given feature value does not justify or mandate its exclusion 
from lexical representations. We should point out, however, that Richness of the Base 
states that the grammar should be capable of determining a well-formed output for any 
input, presumably even a partiallywspecified one such as that in (9). The grammar fails to 
do so, however. There is no context in which long Ire:1 (or /'J:f) surface in Hungarian, 
whether in the domain of HUn or otherwise? So, candidate (b) from Tableau 2 is 
l A simple solution would be to separate the Inventory Structure constraint into two pans. one 
ruling out (he iIl-fonned long vowels, .a:: and "!):, and the other ruling out the ill-fanned short voweb. "c 
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illegitimate under any circumstances. One might attempt an explanation based on the 
claim that reduplication, as a morphological process, requires that the input contain a 
well-fonned (Le., fully specified) word. Under this view, an input such as that in Tableau 
2 would never be submitted to the grammar for analysis. 
This explanation cannot be correct, however, as we will show in the remainder of 
this paper. In the harmony cases to be discussed below, we show that speakers' 
performance in novel reduplicative tasks indicates that underspecified inputs such as that 
shown in Tableau 2 arc indeed utilized. Moreover, the particular distribution of 
underspecified features is explicitly not that which the principles of Lexicon 
Optimization and Archiphonemic Underspecification would lead us [0 expect. 
2. Harmony, Reduplication and Re·harmonization 
We now present empirical evidence from three vowel harmony languages-Finnish, 
Tuvan and Turkish-which poses a problem for the predictions of Archiphonemic 
Underspecification. In these languages, we argue, predictable segments must be 
underspecified even though they are non-alternating. We further argue that if non-
alternating segments are underspecified then alternation is not an adequate diagnostic of 
underspecification. Our claim that speakers underspecify non-alternating segments rests 
on the different patterning of harmonic vs. disharmonic vowels in the novel context of 
reduplication and re-harmonization. 
2.1 Tuvan Reduplication 
Tuvan (Anderson and Harrison 1999) has an eight-vowel inventory, plus contrastive 
length. 
(10) Tuvan vowel invemory 
Front Back 
High i ti u 
Non-high e 6 a 0 
Like most Turkic languages, Tuvan enforces strict backness harmony: only front 
vowels [j 0 e 5] or back vowels [u i a 0] may co-occur within a word. Backness harmony 
is fully productive within roots and affixes. Nonetheless, the language tolerates a fair 
amount of disharmony in loanwords, native compound forms, and in one exceptional 
non-alternating morpheme. Tuvan also has rounding harmony, simply characterized by 
two basic principles: (i) the vowels [0 oj may not occur in post-initial syJlables, and (ii) a 
high vowel must be rounded [U u] when it follows any rounded vowel {li u 0 0], otherwise 
it must be unrounded. As we will show, harmonic and disharmonic vowels pattern 
differently under reduplication. Our claims about underspecification and hannony rest on 
and +a. If the constraint all long vowels outranks !DENT-BIR, men candidate (b) will be ruled OUI and only 
(a) will be selected. We doubt, however, that any independent justification for a particularly high ranking of 
*<e: and +::.: could be found. 
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this difference in patterning. In this paper, we limit our atlention to backness harmony. 
The interaction of rounding harmony with reduplication is considerably more complex 
(Hamson 1999), but consistent with our general analysis, 
Tuvan has a morphological process of full reduplication (Harrison 1999). 
Semantically, this type of reduplication contributes a sense of vagueness and/or jocularity 
to almost any lexeme in the language. Its use is restricted, however, to a subset of 
speakers and a special register, such that not all native speakers know how to do 
reduplication. Nonetheless, the process is sufficiently transparent that we were able to 
teach it to both adults and young children in a matter of seconds. Speakers who had just 
learned the rule were able to produce novel reduplicants and their output matched that of 
speakers who use reduplication regularly. Reduplication repeats the entire base while 
replacing the vowel of the initial syllable with a pre-specified [a] or [u). 
(II) Full reduplication of monosyllabic bases 
l>= Ql!Se + ~d!.lI2Ii!;,aDt 
a. nom nom-nam 'book' 
b. er er-ar 'male' 
c. seek seek-saak 'mosquito' 
d. is is-as 'footprint' 
e. ilg og-ag 'yurt' 
f. slit silt-sat 'milk' 
g. qis qis-qas 'girl' 
h. xol xol-xaI 'hand' 
I. at at-ut 'name' 
j. aar aar-uur 'heavy' 
There is clearly a faithfulness relation between the base and reduplicant: except 
for the replacement vowel, the two are always identical. However, polysyllabic roots 
(along with any suffixal morphology) may be considerably less faithful to their base. In 
polysyllabic fonns, post-initial vowels generally agree in backness with the replacement 
voweL Note that since the replacement vowel is either raj or [u], it is always [+back). To 
achieve this agreement, speakers subject post-initial vowels to re-hannonization. To call 
attention to potential re~harmonization effects, we underline all post-initial vowels in 
reduplicanlS. 
(12) Full reduplication of polysyllabic bases with re-harmonization 
a. idik idik-adik (*adik) 'boot' 
b. fiidik 
c. teve 
fiidik~faad1k (*faadik) 
teve~tav.\!, (*tav~ 
'video cassette'" 
'camel' 
"Note that accidentally harmonic loanwords (e.g., 12b) also undergo re-hannonization, even 
though they may violate other phonotlctic constraints of the language. For instance, Tuvan has no native 
phoneme (fJ, however the borrowed wordfiidtk is treated like any native, harmonic word with respect to re-
harmonization. This suggests that an analysis invoking two grammars, one for native vocabulary and one 
for borrowed or fOI~ign vocabulary, cannol be mainl8..ined. 
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d. tcveJcrim tevelerim-taViJ.a.rim ("'tav.eJe.rim) ' camel'-PL-ISG 
Disharmonic segments. whether native or borrowed. fail to undergo rc-
harmonization, and remain disharmonic. 
(13) Full reduplication of polysyllabic bases with no re-harmonization 
a. majina malina-muJina ("'muSina, *muSuna) 'car' 
b. ajbck ajbek-lljb~k (·ujb~) • Aibek' 
c. 3igu1i 3iguli-3aguli (*3agyii .... 3agyI.W 'Zhiguli' (car name) 
d. aaJ=3C aal=3e-uul=~ (*uul=3iJ 'yurt'=ALL 
Adopting an Optimality Theoretic framework. we model Tuvan harmony and 
reduplication with the following constraints: 
(14) Constraints 
Morphological vowel replacement rule 
Inpul-Rcduplicant Identity 
Hannony 
Base-Reduplicant Identity 
REPLACE.VI 
lDENT-I/R 
AUGN[BK] , 
!DENT-BIR 
To begin. let's consider an input (onn such as idik 'boot'. In accord with the 
predictions of Lexicon Optimization, we assume a fully specified representation for lhis 
hannonic fonn, even though the backness v81ue of the second vowel is predictable on the 
basis of the backness of the initial vowel. For idik, as for all harmonic words, the 
following constraint ranking allows us [0 capture the pattern of re~hannonization: 
(IS) Ranking 
REPLACE,VI» ALIGN[BK] » IDENT·l/R, JDENT~BIR 
To show how these constraints interact, consider tableau 3, where we have included 811 
but the Tuvan-specific morphological constraint. 
(16) Tableau 3; Hannonic form with fully soc cified inout. 
l idik,REDI , , , 
, 
V AUGN[BK) WENT-IIR , IDENT-BIR , 
-8 , , 
•• idik-adik '! " "'M;';' '~ """"""'~j~'i'T.'!;.;, j..-, ~.' ~"" . ~h.~~ ~ ; ! :~ '!' ~h'~w ,-'of .~' .• r ............ ~.~t. ... _ ..... , .· .. "_1 -. ~"'" 
... b. idik-adik -. 1 " ~*'~ -t> •• ~ 'i, " -f:!" " " ~':- i,;:!tt:~·· ~~. :'1,:;; ,:-.... '." -J,-
• ' .. " 0 , ,,' ~ "ho; r·j';. '0' ... r~-'· '"!"..t\ ,;: . ,Y,; "-"-~' " ., ~ ' . ' 
J Smolen5ky ( 1993) models harmony as Alignmenl, rather than spruding, We adopllhis proposal 
here, and develop il elsewhere, 115 in Kaun (fonhcoming) and Harrison (in progress), 
8
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The attested output form will only emerge if the harmony constraint ALIGN[BKJ outran5s 
both faithfulness constraints. This is due to the fact that the unattested candidate (a) is 
more faithful to the input, both in terms of IDENT-IIR and IDENT-BIR. Re-harmonization 
under reduplication provides ample evidence for the undominated status of the hannony 
constraint. 
But for a disharmonic fonn with a fully specified input, the ranking shown in (15) 
selects the wrong candidate, as shown in tableau 4. 
(17) 
I I IDENT·BIR 
-8 +B 
- .', 
The attested disharmonic candidate (a) should win, but does not. For candidate (a) to win, 
the harmony constraint must rank below at least one of the faithfulness constraints. We 
rhus propose an alternative ranking in which ALIGN[BK] ranks below input-reduplicant 
faithfulness. Again, we assume a fully specified input. 
(18) Tableau 5: Disharmonic form with fully specified input (new ranking) 
l·tlk,REDI 
IDENT·I/R ALIGN[BK) IDENT·BIR 
+B -B 
... a. ajbek-ujbek * ·:.':I·;··~~·1i IS;; "" •. , . - ~"" ;;.;:;,,~;',.,-,\ ..",.-.,.,~~.., ,J.: ••.•• , :i."\ 1;0-'" ,..~-,,- !: .;.~..,._," ~. , . -- . -.\"-,,, . ,'" 
b. ajbek-ujbak. **! i::J?'~~4~~~~r~; 'J ;.:: .. ., **': - .'; o. .. . -, 
This ranking correctly selects the attested disharmonic form. We are thus faced with a 
ranking paradox by which harmonic and disharmonic sequences seem to require separate 
constraint rankings (Le., separate grammars). This apparent paradox may be resolved if 
we allow harmonic words to be represented by underspecified inputs (contra the 
predictions of Lexicon Optimization and Archiphonemic Underspecification). 
9
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a (19) T bl eau 6 H . I ·th d armomc onnwi un ' fi d ' t erspecl ,e mpu 
f1dik, REDI 
I IDENT-IIR ALtGN[BKj [DENT-BIR 
-8 
.. idik-adik 
" "! ',;i;1IiJ~~~":-:t~_':': " !~.; :,.L~":~'~/""~~-_~ 
b. idik-adik • 1 ...... ·'1.1 •• ",'';'-'.'" ... r~" i:I,.,.:'j ~ ;.,.~ •. , ~·~;~t·~-;:_:"": ", 
Since disharmonic forms do not undergo fe-harmonization (tableau 5), while 
harmonic forms do (tableau 6). we have assumed the former are fully specified for the 
harmonic feature and the latter are partially underspecified, Underspecification thus has a 
desirable result in that it obviates the need to posit separate constraint rankings for 
various subsets of the lexicon. Partial underspecification has the following consequence. 
illustrated in tableau 6. A violation is incurred only fo r the vowel of the inWa] syllable in 
both candidates. The underspecified non-initial vowels undergo "cost-free" re-
harmonization (19b). In tableau 5, on the other hand, both vowels are fully specified such 
that an output which obeys harmony (18b), does so at a cost, namely the violation of 
input-reduplicant faithfulness. The same disparity in the treatment of harmonic and 
disharmonic vowels is found in Finnish (section §2.2) and Turkish (section §2.3). 
2.2 Finnish Kontti Kieli 
Facts similar to those of Tuvan have been documented in a Finnish reduplicative word 
game known as kontti kieli 'knapsack language' (Campbell 1986, Vago 1988). The game 
adds the word komti 'knapsack' after a word. then preposes the initial (e)V sequences of 
each word. Speakers then re-harmonize the remaining vowels, with the exception of the 
neulra] [e] and [iJ. As in Tuvan, speakers re-harmonize harmonic words (a, b), but 
consistently fail to do so with disharmonic words (c, d). Potential re-harmonization 
targets are underlined in the data below. 
(20) Finnish kontti kieli 
a. mitl kontti 
-> kO-ii mi-ntti(*ko-tj) 'what' 
b. sikio kontti 
-> ko-kiQ si-ntti (*ko-kiID 'embryo' 
c. kongl.QWi kontti 
-> ko-ngl,OOri jo-ntti (*ko-ngl.QQri) 'juggler' 
d. man®.veri kontti 
-> ko-nQ.Q.veri ma-ntti (*ko-nQQveri) 'manouver' 
Note that root vowels of Finnish never alternate except within the special context of 
komli kieli. These results show that in the novel context of a language-external word 
game, speakers treat harmonic and disharmonic segments differently. Campbell (1986) 
used this to argue for the psychological reality of a rule of vowel harmony within Finnish, 
even in the face of numerous surface counter-examples to harmony . From our 
perspective, the Finnish data are comparable with Tuvan and may be analyzed in the 
same way. with the same implications. 
10
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We have claimed that speakers of vowel harmony languages such as Tuvan and 
Finnish underspecify predictable but non-alternating segments within roots. This claim 
entails that vowel harmony must be an active process even in cases where it appears to be 
little more than a static, phonotactic pattern. In Tuvan and Finnish. we have presented 
evidence that the quality of root vowels is established by means of alignment, except in 
the cases of disharmonic roots. We tum now to Turkish, where we extend our argument 
that harmony (rendered formally as alignment) actively determines feature values of all 
harmonic segments, even those that never enter into surface alternations. We show that 
Turkish vowel co-occurrence patterns within roots are not merely static. phonotactic 
patterns but active harmonic processes that have psychological reality and accessibility 
for speakers (contra Clements and Sezer 1982). 
2.3 Turkish Root Harmony 
Turkish lacks a Tuvan or Finnish-style process that would subject roots to novel 
alternations. Turkish root vowels thus never alternate in any context. As a pilot study, we 
taught a Tuvan-style reduplication rule to a speaker of Turkish. The speaker was 
instructed to replace the initial vowel of a set of Turkish words with [a] or [u]. He could 
then make any other changes--or no changes at all-to the reduplicant. The resulting 
form was to be a nonsense word that "sounds like a good Turkish word." The speaker 
produced multiple reduplicants for most bases; he then selected the best-sounding ones. 
Preliminary results of our pilot study show effects quite similar to those of Tuvan. The 
Turkish speaker showed a clear preference for re-harmonizing harmonic words (a. b), but 
not disharmonic words (c, d). 
(21) Turkish novel reduplication 
a, kibeit kibrit-kabrit (*kabrit> 'match' 
b. blltiin 
mali 
butik 
biitiin-batin (*batYn. *batin) 'whole' 
c. 
d. 
mali-muli (*mul! *mulY.) 
butik-batik (*batik) 
'Mali' 
'boutique' 
Our Turkish speaker, like Tuvan or Finnish speakers, apparently manipulated 
underlyingly unspecified segments by re-harmonizing them in this novel, reduplicative 
contex.t. The fuller study of Turkish speakers' harmony preferences under reduplication 
will. we predict. provide additional empirical evidence that speakers of harmony 
languages underspecify predictable but non-alternating segments. They do so, we 
suspect. in response to an observed harmonic pattern attested in most (but by no means 
all) lexemes. The presence of a surface pattern of vowel co-occurrence in roots, in 
combination with regular alternations in suffixes is sufficient to drive speakers to posit a 
general system of vowel harmony that obtains across botb roots and affixes. 
3. Pattern Responsive Lexicon Optimization (pRLO) 
Speakers can thus arrive at underspecification by various means: the first would be as a 
result of predictable alternations, as in Turkish suffixes. Archiphonemic 
Underspecification correctly predicts that such cases will give rise to underspecification. 
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A second way speakers can arrive al underspecification is essentially by analogy. 
Specifically. the presence of altemations in one part of the grammar (e.g., suffixes) in 
combination with segmental predictability in rOOlS leads speakers to underspecify 000-
alternating root segments. We thus argue that it is an overall pattern of alternations, not 
morpheme-specific alternations. that triggers underspecification in lexical entries. A third 
type of situation that could trigger underspecification might be one that lacks any 
alternations but that shows a predictable pattern of surface distribution. This would be the 
case in a language having strict vowel co-occurrence patterns like those of Turkish and 
Tuvan. but lacking any affixal morphology. 
We do not yet know whether a surface pattern alone, in the absence of any 
alternations, would provide "clear guidance" to speakers (see Yip 1998), inducing them 
to posit an active hannony process and to underspecify segments for the harmonic 
feature. We suggest thar such a patrern~responsjve system should be considered as a 
logical possibility and that further research should look for such patterns in phenomena 
such as tone, stress, reduplication and various types of harmony. OUf goal is to construct 
a model of Lexicon Optimization that will allow us to characterize precisely the 
circumstances under which speakers will posit abstract lexical entries. An adequate 
theory of lexicon optimization should anticipate speakers' propensity to underspecify in 
response to surface~true patterns. 
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